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a b s t r a c t 
A rich variety of ﬁeld-aligned ﬂuctuations has been revealed using fast imaging of D α emission from Al- 
cator C-Mod’s lower X-point region. Field-aligned ﬁlamentary ﬂuctuations are observed along the inner 
divertor leg, within the Private-Flux-Zone (PFZ), in the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) outside the outer divertor 
leg, and, under some conditions, at or above the X-point. The locations and dynamics of the ﬁlaments in 
these regions are strikingly complex in C-Mod. Changes in the ﬁlaments’ generation appear to be ordered 
by plasma density and magnetic conﬁguration. Filaments are not observed for plasmas with n/n Greenwald 
 0.12 nor are they observed in Upper Single Null conﬁgurations. In a Lower Single Null with 0.12  
n/n Greenwald  0.45 and Bx ∇B directed down, ﬁlaments typically move up the inner divertor leg toward 
the X-point. Reversing the ﬁeld direction results in the appearance of ﬁlaments outside of the outer di- 
vertor leg. With the divertor targets “detached”, ﬁlaments inside the LCFS are seen. These studies were 
motivated by observations of ﬁlaments in the X-point and PFZ regions in MAST, and comparisons with 
those observations are made. 
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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2. Introduction 
Filaments, also known as blobs, have been observed in the
oundaries of tokamak plasma for many years. Considerable atten-
ion has been paid to their generation and dynamics (see [1] and
eferences therein). They have been shown to be strong ﬂuctua-
ions of density, temperature, and potential localized perpendicular
o the magnetic ﬁeld and approximately aligned with the magnetic
eld, i.e. “ﬁeld-aligned”. They are called “ﬁlaments” because of
his structure, which causes them to appear as extended ﬁlaments
hen viewed in a way that exposes their 3D geometry. They ap-
ear as localized “blobs” when viewed roughly parallel to the mag-
etic ﬁeld. The characteristic time-scales for the lifetimes of these
uctuations are 10–100 μs. Most of the work with ﬁlaments in-
olves observations on the low-ﬁeld, bad-curvature side of toroidal
lasmas, since they are readily generated and typically observed
here. Filaments extending from the low-ﬁeld-side boundary of the
ain plasma into the divertor have also been imaged and studied
n NSTX [2,3] , MAST [4] , and C-Mod [5] . More recently there have
een observations in MAST of ﬁlaments along the divertor legs and
n the PFZ [6,7] . These MAST observations, the relative scarcity of∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: terry@psfc.mit.edu (J.L. Terry). 
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352-1791/© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND licexperimental study and simulation work in this area, and the fact
hat very little about these divertor-leg ﬁlaments is understood has
otivated the research described here. In addition to the desire
o understand these phenomena, there is the motivation that the
laments may provide a mechanism for moving heat and particles
way from the strike points, for fueling the main plasma, or for
ncreasing transport generally in this region, thereby explaining
ncreased transport often needed in modeling the inner divertor
istributions of temperature and density [8] . Thus, additional
etailed study, including fast imaging, is warranted. 
Sections 2 and 3 describe the experimental arrangement and
he techniques used to locate the ﬁlaments in space and follow
hem in time. Section 4 relates details of the ﬁlament dynamics
n C-Mod under various conditions. Section 5 compares the C-Mod
esults with the observations from MAST, discusses implications of
he observations for fueling the core/main plasma, and brieﬂy hy-
othesizes about possible explanations for the ﬁlament dynamics.
ection 6 presents a short summary of the principal ﬁndings. 
. Experimental arrangement and registration of the camera’s 
iew 
The optical system that images emission from the lower X-
oint region is mounted on the outer wall of the Alcator C-Modnse. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 1. System’s view of the lower X-point region in C-Mod is marked by the 4 
red crosses. The outer divertor target is shown with the grey lines, the inner target 
shown with the purple lines, and the ﬂoor of the inner target is shown with light 
blue-green lines. Shown in dark blue are toroidally symmetric line segments in a 
single horizontal plane that pierce the system’s view. (For interpretation of the ref- 
erences to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
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c  vacuum vessel. It consists of a polished stainless steel mirror
that directs the light upward through two achromats and 19 mm
diameter vacuum window onto a coherent bundle of quartz ﬁbers.
The 5 m long ﬁber bundle is in atmosphere within a long ﬂexible
bellows (O.D. 19 mm) that is re-entrant from a vacuum ﬂange at
the top of C-Mod and has been routed in-vessel to place the input
face of the ﬁber bundle at the focus of the in-vacuum optical sys-
tem. The other end of the coherent bundle is routed to a Phantom
V710 fast-framing camera mounted atop C-Mod. Coupling of the
plasma light output from 4 mm × 4 mm coherent bundle onto
the camera’s detector-array is accomplished by de-magnifying
the bundle area by a factor of 3 using two camera objective
lenses, between which is a D α bandpass interference ﬁlter. The
64 ×64 pixel sub-window of the camera’s detector-array is read
out at 390,804 frames per sec with integration times selected
between 1 and 2.1 μs, depending upon emission intensity. 
The object focal plane of the in-vessel optical system is roughly
where the view is tangential to the ﬁeld-lines piercing that plane.
The view is also angled down by 11 ° with respect to horizontal.
The system’s view of the plasma-facing armor tiles on the inner
and outer divertor targets and on the central column has been
reconstructed using the registration technique described below
and is shown in Fig. 1 . Emission from anywhere along the camera’s
lines-of-sight are imaged with differing resolution depending upon
the system’s depth-of-ﬁeld; thus it is hard to assign single value
for the spatial resolution. In the object focal plane of the in-vessel
optics the resolution is ∼ 1 mm, while in the far and near ﬁelds
of the optics we estimate that the resolution is better than 5 mm. 
Because we have a 3D view projected upon the 2D image plane
of the optical system, we have carefully registered the view in
order to determine how 3D features, e.g. ﬁeld-aligned ﬁlaments,
appear in the images. The registration procedure, which was car-
ried out during manned-access inside the vessel, entailed placing,
in-vessel, 0.56 m lengths of 6 mm diameter light sources that were
formed into toroidal symmetric lines at measured (R, Z) locations,
where (R, Z) are the major radius and height relative to the mid-
plane, i.e. vessel/plasma coordinates. These light sources were thenmaged by the system, and the images were compared with the
omputer-generated model of the view and the “line” light sources
n their known locations as in Fig. 1 , where 11 such modeled
line” sources are shown in blue. The view was adjusted in the
odel until there was an excellent match between the measured
egistration images and the images predicted by the model. 
. Image analysis 
There is considerable D α-emission from the divertor regions.
ost of it is only slowly varying compared the typical turbulent-
uctuation timescales and compared to the fast frame rates used
ere. Therefore, in order to increase the contrast of the ﬂuctuating
mission, we employed two types of “background” subtraction. In
ome cases we found the minimum signal for each pixel during
he nearest (in time) N frames and subtracted those values from
he frame being considered. N was typically 8–20. In other cases
e subtracted the average for each pixel for the nearest M frames,
here M was typically 5–20. An example of a plasma image for
hich the minimum-subtraction was used is shown in Fig. 2 a. 
Precise knowledge of the view in plasma coordinates (see
ection 2 ) allows reconstruction of images of what ﬁeld-aligned
mission structures, i.e. ﬁeld-aligned ﬁlaments, would look like.
e assume that the features we see in the experiment are aligned
ith the local magnetic ﬁeld and of roughly constant emission
arallel to the ﬁeld. We then construct a set of “basis” images
rom an array of simulated ﬁeld-aligned D α-emitting ﬁlaments.
his “basis” set consists of a grid of possible ﬁeld-aligned ﬁlaments
hat on ﬁrst pass would appear within the system’s ﬁeld-of-view.
he geometry of the possible ﬁlaments comes from the EFIT
9] reconstruction for the discharge and time of interest, and such
 grid of possible ﬁlaments is shown in Fig. 3 by the regular array
f small open circles. The “basis” images for the two ﬁlaments
iercing the (R,Z) coordinates marked with the green circles in
ig. 3 are shown in Fig. 2 b and c and are matched to an actual
background-subtracted) plasma image ( Fig. 2 a) exhibiting ﬁla-
ents at those locations. Each of the basis images is unique, so
hat identiﬁcation of a measured ﬁlament-feature with a basis
mage locates that ﬁlament in the R,Z plane. 
. Filament dynamics 
Since the set of basis images allows us to locate the observed
laments in the R,Z plane, we can then follow the dynamics of the
laments by tracking them over sequential frames. To date this
atching and tracking has been done mostly “by hand”, meaning
hat the basis image that best matches the feature in a plasma
mage is chosen by eye, and then that feature is followed frame by
rame for its lifetime. This labor-intensive quantitative procedure,
llustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 , has been carried out for a limited
umber of plasma image sequences. Those sequences that we
ave analyzed “by hand” are characteristic of ﬁlament motions
hat were found to be similar after viewing a large number of
mage sequences from a large number of discharges. We ﬁnd that
ifferent types of characteristic ﬁlament generation and dynamics
rganize by magnetic topology and roughly by plasma density,
ormalized density ( n/n Greenwald ), or collisionality. (We have not at
his time determined which of these different density measures
est organizes the differences.) We ﬁnd that ﬁlament generation
nd motion depend on divertor magnetic conﬁguration (USN, LSN,
imited) and whether the Bx ∇B drift direction is toward or away
rom the active X-point. We also ﬁnd ﬁlament generation increases
ith plasma density/normalized density/collisionality. Below we
resent these results in categories distinguished by the magnetic
onﬁguration. We observe ﬁlament generation and propagation
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Fig. 2. a) An actual plasma image (background-subtracted) with ﬁlaments matching the shapes of the two “basis” images in b) and c). The superimposed thin white lines 
are the centers of two basis images. A third ﬁlament is also apparent in the plasma image. b) The reconstructed image for a ﬁeld-aligned ﬁlament piercing the R,Z plane 
at the location of the lower-left green-circle in Fig. 3 . c) The reconstructed image for a ﬁeld-aligned ﬁlament piercing the R,Z plane at the location of the upper-right green 
circle in Fig. 3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. Cross-section of C-Mod’s lower divertor region. The array of small open cir- 
cles shows the R,Z locations of the “basis” set of ﬁlaments. The two green circles 
are the locations for 2 ﬁlaments found in a single plasma frame and shown in Fig. 
2 a. The outer “vertical” target is the red line on the right. The inner divertor ﬂoor 
of is the red line on the left. Flux-surface contours from the EFIT reconstruction at 
the time of the measurements are shown in blue. The red dots and red arrow indi- 
cate the trajectory of a ﬁlament tracked in sequential plasma frames and showing 
upward motion along the inner leg, as discussed in Section 4.2 . (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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Fig. 4. Cross-section of C-Mod’s lower divertor region. The red dots are the loca- 
tions for a ﬁlament found in 18 sequential plasma frames showing its inward and 
downward motion within the PFZ. The open circles show the R,Z locations of the 
“basis” set of ﬁlaments. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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l  n this region in all conﬁnement modes, L-mode, H-mode (EDA,
LM-free, and ELMy), and I-mode. 
.1. Upper Single Null magnetic topology 
In USN conﬁgurations we typically observe no ﬁlaments. This
s also true when the plasma is limited on the inner wall, and
mplies that the presence of a lower primary X-point may be
ecessary for ﬁlament generation in the lower divertor region. In
hese USN cases we also do not see evidence of ﬁlaments, which
re observed to exist in the midplane region on the low-ﬁeld
ad-curvature side, wrapping around the bottom of the plasma. 
.2. Lower Single Null magnetic topology with the Bx ∇B drift 
irection towards the X-point 
We have examined a number of different cases in LSN. The
ost typical in C-Mod is with the Bx ∇B drift direction towards
he lower X-point and n/n in the range 0.1–0.45. ForGreenwald /n Greenwald  0.17, we typically see ﬁlaments generated low along
he inner divertor leg and propagating up the inner leg towards
he X-point. These ﬁlaments appear to be at the inner leg or within
he SOL near the inner leg. We assert that the motion is poloidal
nd not the result of toroidal rotation of ﬁlaments tilted with
espect to horizontal, and postpone the reasons for this assertion
ntil Section 4.3 . The typical motion up along the inner leg SOL is
llustrated in Fig. 3 , where the red dots are the sequential locations
or ﬁlament features tracked in sequential plasma images for a
lasma with n/n Greenwald ∼0.2. (There are other ﬁlaments in the
ame image sequence that we have not tracked.) Assigning the ﬁl-
ment location to a region within the magnetic conﬁguration (for
xample, within the inner SOL as in Fig. 3 or in the PFZ as in Fig. 4 )
equires the knowledge of the equilibrium, as reconstructed here
sing EFIT. We estimate the accuracy of the EFIT-reconstructed
trike-point locations to be + / −6 mm on the inner target and
 / −10 mm on the outer target, based upon measurements of
he location of the peak in the target heat-ﬂux (from IR ther-
ography), as well as measurements of the location of the peak
n the electron pressure at the target (from arrays of embedded
robes). In the instance illustrated in Fig. 3 the ﬁlament persisted
or ∼30 μs as it entered the view and then moved up the inner
eg toward the X-point at 1.9 km/s. Typical speeds are 1–2 km/s.
992 J.L. Terry et al. / Nuclear Materials and Energy 12 (2017) 989–993 
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Fig. 5. Cross-section of C-Mod’s lower divertor region showing ﬁlament trajectories 
typical of plasmas with Bx ∇B away from the X-point. The red dots are the locations 
for a ﬁlament found in 14 sequential plasma frames showing its upward motion 
along the inner leg, while the green dots show the trajectory in the same sequence 
of a ﬁlament in the SOL of the outer divertor leg. (For interpretation of the refer- 
ences to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.) 
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Fig. 6. The red dots are the locations for a ﬁlament found within the LCFS in 9 
sequential plasma frames showing its upward and inward motion. The green dots 
are the locations for a ﬁlament existing at the same time in the outer SOL and 
moving downward. This behavior is seen in plasmas for which the divertor legs are 
detached and there is an X-point MARFE. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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oUnder these conditions ﬁlaments are generated along the inner
legs at rates of roughly 20,0 0 0/s. (This rate can be highly variable
for reasons still unknown. It is evaluated by counting excursions
of background-subtracted 400-frame time histories from single
pixels that are greater than 0.6 times one standard deviation from
the mean of the time history. Other than this evaluation, there is
no other quantitative criterion for what constitutes a ﬁlament.) In
the lower density plasmas, the lifetimes of the ﬁlaments tend to
be smaller, the ﬁlaments tend to be less distinct, and they do not
propagate as far up the inner leg. For plasmas with n/n Greenwald 
0.17 the ﬁlaments appear to stagnate, i.e. exhibit very little motion
during their lifetimes. In plasmas with values of n/n Greenwald 
0.12 (which is n e ∼8 × 10 19 m −3 for C-Mod at I p = 0.8 MA), we
observe no ﬁlaments either on the inner leg or in the SOL outboard
of the outer leg. Even though the D α emission is signiﬁcantly
smaller in the low density LSN cases as well as in the USN
cases, we do not attribute the absence of ﬁlaments under these
conditions to signal-to-noise limitations in the emission. However,
if the relative ﬂuctuation measure, 
˜ I 
I , is signiﬁcantly reduced with
density, then we are less able to assert the absence of ﬁlaments
(although this also raises the issue of what constitutes a ﬁlament).
Under the more typical conditions of moderate density, we also
observe, though much less frequently than the inner-leg ﬁlaments,
ﬁlaments in the PFZ moving radially inward and downward. This
is shown in Fig. 4 . The speed for this type of ﬁlament dynamic
is slower, V R 
ﬁl ∼ −0.6 km/s. The downward motion is qualitatively
similar to the divertor ﬁlament motion seen in MAST. We have
not made a quantitative evaluation of the occurrence frequency of
these PFZ ﬁlaments. 
4.3. Lower Single Null magnetic topology with the Bx ∇B drift 
direction away from the X-point 
By reversing the toroidal ﬁeld direction, Bx ∇B is directed away
from the lower X-point. Filaments tracking up near the inner leg
are still seen some in “reversed-B” conditions. However ﬁlaments
moving upward in the SOL of the outer leg are now apparent.
Many things change under these “reversed-B” conditions, including
more heat directed to the inner target and less to the outer target
[10] , so it is still not clear what the primary cause is for the
appearance of ﬁlaments in the outer-leg SOL. These observations
are illustrated in Fig. 5 , where the same sequence of frames yields
ﬁlaments following the two trajectories shown. The inner-leg
ﬁlament speeds and trajectories do not differ signiﬁcantly from
those in “normal-B” conditions, i.e. speeds are in the 1–2 km/s
range; however the outer-leg ﬁlaments are slower, with V Z 
ﬁl 
0.6 km/s. In plasmas for which Bx ∇B is up and the inner target
is hot , i.e. T e 
target > 20 eV, we see only outer-leg ﬁlaments, i.e. no
inner-leg ﬁlaments, in which case, the ﬁlament trajectories and
speeds are similar to the one shown on the right in Fig. 5. 
As noted in Section 4.2 , we routinely observe ﬁlaments moving
up the inner leg ( Fig. 3 ) at the same time that ﬁlaments in the
PFZ are moving down and radially inward ( Fig. 4 ). The ﬁeld-lines
associated with R,Z coordinates of these trajectories are tilted in
the same direction with respect to horizontal. The two trajectories
shown in Fig. 5 (both upward and occurring at the same time) are
associated with ﬁeld-lines that tilt in opposite directions. A rigid
toroidal rotation cannot produce these effects, hence our assertion
that the motion we deduce is primarily poloidal. 
4.4. Lower Single Null magnetic topology with both targets detached 
In cases when the targets are fully detached, i.e. pressure is
no longer constant along B and the temperatures at the target are
< 5 eV, and a MARFE has moved to the X-point, ﬁlaments appear
both in the outer SOL and in closed-ﬂux-surface regions above the-point. The ﬁlament lifetimes are shorter than those under con-
itions reviewed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 . The ﬁlaments also display
ifferent directions of motion. These observations are illustrated in
ig. 6 , for which the tracked ﬁlament in the SOL (green trajectory)
oves down, while the ﬁlament inside the LCFS moves up and
n (red trajectory). These tracks are just two of many ﬁlaments
bserved for this discharge under these conditions. 
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Table 1 
The MAST entries are deduced from [6,7] . ρ i is the ion gyro-radius, assuming 10 eV for C-Mod; ν i is the ion collision frequency. The frame rate for 
the C-Mod observations is 391,0 0 0 frames/s; for MAST it is 120,0 0 0 frames/s. 
C-Mod MAST 
Filament location (LSN attached conditions) –Along inner leg –Along inner leg 
–In outer leg SOL (when Bx ∇B is up) –Along outer leg 
–Sometimes in PFZ –Into PFZ from inner leg 
Filament location (LSN detached conditions with X-pt MARFE) –Around X-point and inside LCFS 
Apparent poloidal motion at inner leg –Upward along leg in SOL ( n/n Greenwald > 0.12) Downward along leg 
–Downward for ﬁlaments in PFZ 
Filament size ⊥ to B ∼0.5 cm ( ∼60 ρs ) ∼1–2 cm ( ∼15 ρs ) 
|| Correlation length < one toroidal transit ( < 3.7 m) > one toroidal transit ( > 3.9 m) 
Filament life-time ∼10 μs ( ∼50/ ν i ) ∼100 μs ( ∼50/ ν i ) 
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[. Discussion and comparisons with MAST observations of 
laments in the X-point region 
Because of the relative scarcity of observations of divertor-leg
laments and because there is much about them that is not un-
erstood, we begin the discussion of our results with a compar-
son to those found on the MAST spherical tokamak [6,7] . There
re certainly qualitative similarities, the most obvious being that
he ﬁlaments are found localized to the inner leg. But there are
lso differences that may lead to a better understanding. We note
hat collision frequencies are roughly 10x larger in C-Mod’s closed
ivertor conﬁguration, compared to those in MAST’s open divertor.
he comparison of some chosen parameters is presented in Table 1.
The dynamics of the ﬁlaments are noteworthy in their varia-
ion. The polarization-plus-bad curvature-drive responsible for the
otion of ﬁlaments found in the low-ﬁeld-side midplane region
11,12] does not appear to dominate the drive of these divertor-leg
nd PFZ ﬁlaments. Myra et al. [13] predict that spinning ﬁlaments
rive poloidal motion that could overwhelm the polarization-drive.
his mechanism could be at work here, but we have no direct
vidence for this. Thus, we cannot provide a deﬁnitive explanation
or the observed ﬁlament dynamics. 
Because the inner-leg ﬁlaments move up toward and to the
-point, we now consider the possible effect of these ﬁlaments
n main-plasma fueling. The ﬁlaments are believed to be large
nhancements to the averaged local density. Thus in principle, the
nner-leg ﬁlament motion could transport those particles to the
-point and into the main plasma. Furthermore, in C-Mod there
s a shortfall in accounting for the main plasma fueling and the
arallel ﬂows [14] , i.e. the level of neutral recycling and ionization
t the inner divertor leg does not appear to be returning material
ack into the main plasma at a suﬃcient rate to match the rate
t which parallel ﬂows that bring particles from the low-ﬁeld-side
ransport-driven source to the inner leg. Inner-leg ﬁlaments mov-
ng to the X-point provide a mechanism for convecting particles
o the conﬁned plasma. Thus we have estimated the maximum
ueling rate that might be provided by the observed inner-leg
laments. The fueling shortfall in C-Mod is 10 21 –10 22 ions/s. We
stimate the maximum ﬁlament fueling rate by assuming that all
articles in the inner-leg ﬁlaments reach the X-point and that each
lament carries the ion/electron density of measured at the inner
trike-point, ∼2 × 10 20 m −3 . Calculating the maximum ﬁlament
ueling rate as (ﬁlament “birthrate” x ﬁlament volume x ﬁlament
ensity), we ﬁnd a rate of ∼5 × 10 20 s −1 , which appears to be too
ow for this mechanism to be the dominant player in closing the
hortfall. 
Finally, we discuss possible connections between these diver-
or ﬁlaments and those routinely observed in the low-ﬁeld-side
idplane-region SOL. Because we observe no ﬁlaments in the
ower divertor region in strongly-USN conﬁgurations ( Section 4.1 ),
e concluded that the low-ﬁeld-side midplane ﬁlaments do notrap around the bottom of the plasma. This implies that the
laments seen in the inner SOL during LSN operation are not con-
ected with ﬁlaments in the low-ﬁeld-side midplane region. The
ituation is less clear for the divertor ﬁlaments observed in the
ow-ﬁeld-side SOL ( Sections 4.3 and 4.4 ). Previous work has shown
hat at least some low-ﬁeld-side midplane ﬁlaments in C-Mod
lasmas do map magnetically through the outer SOL to probes
n the outer target [5] . However, for the present observations we
ave no direct evidence connecting the divertor ﬁlaments with
hose in the midplane region. 
. Summary 
Motivated by observations of ﬁlamentary ﬂuctuations in the
ivertor region of MAST, we used fast-imaging of D α light from
he C-Mod divertor to examine the generation and motion of
laments there. Like MAST, we observe ﬁlaments. We see them
nder most conditions for which there is a lower primary X-point.
heir generation rate can be tens of thousands per second. Some
f the main characteristics of the C-Mod ﬁlaments are summarized
n Table 1 , where they are also compared with those found in
AST. We have tracked selected ﬁlaments as they move along
arious characteristic trajectories. The ﬁlament generation and
otion depend upon the magnetic conﬁguration (LSN, USN, or
imited), the Bx ∇B direction, and appear to organize roughly
round the plasma density or collisionality. These observations
llustrate that there is much that we still do not understand about
he ﬂuctuations and turbulence in these regions. 
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